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Research Summary
The place constitutes the main and main element in the narrative works so that it is
the focal point after which the other elements that are also closely related to it, such
as time, characters, etc. come under it and are subject to it and its laws.
The specificity of the place differs in every narrative work, either it is realistic, or
an imaginary place that gives the writer more space and space to present his
visions, and the text also gives an artistic dimension.
The place in every literary text, whether it is a story or a fictional art, takes on the
character of the axis in it, with its relationships and connotations linking the person
to his reality and his environment spatially, and we find that these relationships are
intertwined, whether idiomatic, realistic or imaginative, which increases the
importance of the place and this overlap even at the linguistic level It does not
affect its value as a basic element in the artistic construction of the the text, as there
is no human existence outside the boundaries of the place.
We note that the nature of a narrator's place gives the writer a broadening of the
10

visions because the novel allows him more space and more places, and its close
association with other structural elements in the fictional work, so it has a different
presence, as for the place in the storytelling, it needs due to the small size of the
text and its being brief and needs a creative writer beyond That reduction while
preserving the primacy of its connotations, the human connection to the place is so
deeply rooted that it cannot be separated from it and its effects.
The artistic image exceeds when the recipient the limits of the vision of the place
with its physical elements, to the emotional interaction, meaning that the place does
not establish a visual vision only, but rather a deep emotional interaction with the
work as a whole.
In view of this importance in literary and creative critical readings alike, I decided
that the place in narrative works should be a subject for my research in order to
have a very interesting and exciting research experience, so I made a brief study
that I summarized in three chapters that surrounded the topic and the problem in a
manner that suits the conditions.
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The Valuable Dimension in Aiubian Piety ,Reading in Poetry of Osama
Bin Munqith
Khulood Hashim Johy Sadullah Alwayely
Ministry of Education- Directory of Education Baghdad/Alkarkh2-iraq
Department of preparing and Training/Office of Research
ABSTRACT
The poetry that reflects moral and preaching values is considered one of the
greatest social elements as these elements has a greatest role in educate the
generation and making their thoughts and possibility in the education
curriculums specially that poetry stick with Original Islamic Arabic culture
and still carry moral thinking when it becomes closer to the reality and
minds of people because they take from it moral values which must be
written to guide and advice that provide the thinking scene in the form of
education successful courses that guide the individual and the society .The
poets has the right from their nation to conclude the aesthetic components in
all their poetry by deep study , precise readings or the generations to learn
this right heritage and dink from its rich spring .Osama bin Munqath was
one of the poets that reflected in their poetry the battles of discourses in
parallel with battles of swords .He is Osama Bin Munqath bin Murshid bin
Ali bin Muqlid bin Nasir bin Munqath Alkinany his surname was Abi
Almudhafar and was named Muaid Aldawla as a prince of the princess
lineage .His father was a good man occupied with payers and warship and
copy of Quran .It appears that the first one of Munqath family was a knight
that fight the Romans with the army of Saif Aldawla Alhamdany and it was
said that he all in prison with Abi Firas in Alkkuhil cave in (349 H) and Abu
ias was released from the prison but there was no information about Ali Bin
Munqath .He was born in Shezr Castle in Hims in 488 H .That mean he
lived in 6th century or /12th century o hihra in the fourthABAside Age and
witnessed Crusades after the event of the first Crusade (490H) wheh led by
Godefry and his brother Baldawin .It worth to mention that he was born two
years before Crusades Wars which led him to live bitter reality of wars He
was forced .This aspect was one of the elements that has the great influence
in his character as well as the promote of his well was the psychological
motives because of his grandfather lineage featured by brave and champion
.For Osama to follow their steps in life .Thus these meanings were reflected
in his poems .Osama dedicate poetic texts for these moral values in his
divan sections ( Section of moral , Section of asceticism, preaching and
warning ) such as ( patience , science , avoid sins , non-deny the good deeds
19

, accompany good people no depression and ask for high positions , avoid
bad people ,no subject to humility , no betrayal and take loyalty get rid of
the world matters , acquire the virtue and prevent sins ,,featured with
generosity and only submission to Allah and pray to achieve the wish from
Allah ) straightness ,The evaluation demission is named on everything that
take the priority of individuals to themselves or psychological , social and
moral cases ,so that the appraise or satire for the features .His poetry was
full of the value of patient and he deals with it in nice and magnificent
images and functions it in various arts specially behind that was moral and
psychological influence he acquired through the difficulties and sufferings
that made him confront the disasters of life . Thus he translated it values that
prevent him from decline to the level of non-human behavsior in expressive
and truth translation emerge from himself and on his moral discipline that
was reflected on his vision to the matters and his attitudes from life various
affaires .It made him tend to require the generous morl
Key words : life of poet - evidence of poetry –defining moral values.
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Comparative study between the methodological book biology of
the sixth class scientific in Iraq and the methodological book
biology of the twelve class in Kuwait
D.DUNYA JAAFAR SADEQ/ Karbala Holy Education
Directorate/Al-Rafah secondary school for girls/ Iraq/ Karbala
Dunyaalarak6@gmail.com

Abstract
The goal of research is to Comparative study between the methodological
book biology of the sixth class scientific in Iraq and the methodological
book biology of the twelve class in Kuwait, in order to achieve the research
objective the two books were read thoroughly and the two books were
analyzed from the cover to the cover, to identify the similarities and
differences between the two books in terms of quality and quantity and the
scientific content of the books in both countries, the results showed
differences between the two books in percentages and a similarity in some
subjects between the two books. In the light of the results the researcher
came out with a number of recommendations and suggestions.
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--Ladan,Salimi& Alireza , Ghonodi(2011) The study and comparison of
curriculum in smart and traditional schools, procedia social and Behavioral
sciences 15-3059-3062,published by Elsevier Ltd
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Fortune tellers
Scents (astrologers
Iraqi Folk Heritage
The Republic of Iraq
Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research
Qadisiyah University
College of Literature
Department of consensus science
Fortune tellers
A study of the Iraqi folklore
Assistant Professor Dr.
Talib Abdul Redha Kitan
Iraq/Al Qadisiyah University/ College of Literature / Department of
consensus science

The Summary
The city of Diwaniyah in Iraq had a greater share of the spread of the
phenomenon of fortune tellers and astrologers, as it is known about the
city’s community that a large segment of it, especially women, is
accustomed to blessing with the homes of fortune tellers who claim their
affiliation to the house of the family of the Prophet, may God’s prayers be
upon him and his family, and are called Alawites (singular Alawi) or Al
Tariha. Or a fortune teller for the purpose of blessing them and seeking
treatment. The researcher does not study this phenomenon as a metaphysical
46

science and does not delve into its world. Rather, he tries to study a sample
of fortune tellers and sorcerers and gives a historical dimension to his study,
and analyzes an important problem that began to spread among the simple
and expect numbers of the good and the innocent. The research aims to
study one aspect of the magical popular beliefs as one of the aspects that
express the nature of the cultural structure, and the geographical spread of
this phenomenon
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The development of the press in Kuwait 1961-1990
)Historical study(
DR. Sawsan Jabbar Abdul Rahman.
Kirkuk University / Faculty of ArtslIRAQ/

Abstract
the press is an important pillar of the intellectual development of the state
and a prominent evidence of the intellectual and cultural renaissance of
society and it can be said that the cultural life in Kuwait in Kuwait went
through several stages, including the pre-war inertia The first world,
Kuwait was almost isolated from the world. As for the second stage, it
started in the period between the two world wars, in which Kuwait began to
witness the beginning of intellectual maturity and witnessed the emergence
of journalistic and journalistic life in Kuwait in 1928, while the period of
intellectual maturity began with Kuwait’s independence in the year 1961
With the oil flowing profusely In Kuwait, which was followed by a kind of
development in all aspects of intellectual life, including the spread and
57

expansion in the issuance of many newspapers and magazines, especially in
the seventies and eighties of the twentieth century, and given what the press
has a direct impact on cultural life, the subject of the study came to shed
light on it at different periods with a focus on The development of the press
after independence (1990 - 1961), the topics that were dealt with in the
Kuwaiti press differed with the different circumstances surrounding the
state, whether internal or external, which required the intervention of the
state through laws and legislations to set the conditions for publication and
topics covered by the press because most of the world Hoping for the
Kuwaiti press from expatriates (as a result of the improvement of the
economic conditions in Kuwait due to the financial resources of oil), which
led to the difference in their tendencies, which was reflected in their
writings, to be added to a group of obstacles that the Kuwaiti press suffered
during the period specified for the study, the research included several
topics. The first topic dealt with
the historical establishment of the press in Kuwait. As for the second topic,
it dealt with the development of the press after independence until 1990,
with the last topic highlighting the most prominent forces Nin and
government legislation to regulate journalism and the press in general in
Kuwait as well as to address the most prominent problems and constraints
of the press in Kuwait
Keywords:kuwaitk,the press.History. Cuiture
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Black board
Black board
Obstacles to Implementing the (Black Board) E – Learning
Management System at the University of Misan from the Faculty
Members Point of View and the Proposed Solutions
Asst.Prof.Dr. Rasha Abdul Hussein Sahib Abdul Hassan
College of Management and Economics – University of Misan – Iraq
rasha.a.sahib@uomisan.edu.iq
Abstract:
The aim of the current research is to identify the obstacles to applying the
electronic learning management system (Black board) at the University of
Misan from the viewpoint of faculty members and the proposed solutions to
them, where the descriptive survey method was used and the research tool
was applied and the questionnaire consisting of (30) Paragraph according to
Likert five-year scale on a sample consisting of (130) teaching and teaching
from the University of Misan in its various colleges, where the sample was
randomly chosen, and the arithmetic mean, standard deviation and the
relative importance of each of the paragraphs of the questionnaire were
calculated, and the researcher reached results Indicates the presence of
constraints (related to overarching management Consciousness,
infrastructure-related obstacles, faculty-related obstacles, students-related
constraints, and course-related constraints) that shift from the application of
the e-learning management system (Black board) at the University of Misan,
in addition to that the results also indicate Developing proposed solutions to
64

overcome these obstacles
Key Words: Obstacles , (Black Board) E – Learning Management System ,
Proposed Solutions
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L.S & M.A

Financial Returns for Private Education to the Supported the Iraqi
government Educational Spending (A Predicative Study)
By
Assistant lecture. Raghad Haqqi Khlil
Al-Karkh Second Education Directorate
raghadeco@gmail.com

Abstract
The economic vision in the field of education contributes to the high quality of
education ,and financial returns are an important resource for the success of the
economy ,especially the economics of education. Education as well as finding
directional returns of private education using the time series of quantitative data
.Moving averages and least squares were used and among the most prominent
results is that the total amount of financial pledges (kindergarten – primary
education – secondary education) is more than 126 billion Iraqi dinars ,as well as
finding predictive equations for financial returns for next three years 2019-2020
&2020-2021&2021-2022.On the other hand ,there are on significant differences
between the financial returns according to the method of forecasting ,and she has
concluded with conclusions and recommendations , including allocating
PERCENTAGE OF THE returns to the teachers and excellent mangers of school .
key words: Financial returns, Private education, time series, forecast (direction)
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First Author: Rana khazaal naji
Department – College – University – Country: AL- Kadhum collage
for Islamic sciences / Diyla department/ Iraq
Email: ranaknaji@gmail.com
ABSTRACT
The significance of Intertextuality appeared in modern critical studies
which convoyed to us from the western civilization through translation,
considering that the literary text is not independent of its environment, but
it’s a reflection of meanings and connotations of this environment .
The aspect of Intertextuality is not something new or not exist before, but
we can touch it in clear way in Arabic poems and other kinds of literary. In
this research I try to examine the aspect of Intertextuality and its types in a
brief way, then I studies its presence in Al-fadakiya sermon of Al-Zahraa
God's peace be upon her. In this sermon Al- Quran considered as a
referential source of Al-Zahraa's speech and the main supporter of her
sermon adding the deep aesthetic to the sermon, through the interaction in
the verses of Al-Quran, and this interaction became evident in several
spaces, either mentioning a whole verse or by mentioning apart of it or even
by mentioning some of a Quranic figures and narrations to show the
similarities between situations.
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The Intertextuality in Al-fadakiya sermon makes a unique style which the
critics call it the poetry of Intertextuality of the new text.
Keywords: Intertextuality, ITS TYPES AND Intertextuality in
Al-fadakiya sermon
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Quranic effect In the poetry of Sheikh Muhsin
Abu al-Hab (sonresearcher)
Dr. Aaied Muhammad Abdullah Al-Fatly
the department of Arabic language
College of Arts/ Al-Qadisiyah University
IRAQ
Email: aaied.alftly@qu.edu.iq
Research Summary
The research tries to shed light on the Qur'anic effect in the poetry of Sheikh
Muhsin Abu al-Hab (son); So he took samples of his poetry, studied the
influence of the Qur'an on him, By mentioning it as a heavenly book has
been influenced by the poet is reminded by his name the Koran, or the book,
or dhikr, or Furqan, and all these names came in his poetry.
Sometimes mentions som syntactic structures contained in verses from the
Qur'an, It is mentioned in a text embedded in his poetry, acting in this
structure in consciences or actions or add or delete without prejudice to the
apparent affiliation of the Koran.
Sometimes he refers to the verses of the Koran and the meanings contained
therein a sign understands from it influenced by and used for the purposes of
his poetry.
And other time he uses in his poetry a words known that mentioned in the
Koran.
For this we find that the Koran has a clear effect in the poetry of Mohsen
Abu al - Hob (son)
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Reading and its important methods of teaching it
Randa Yasser Hussein
Arabic Language Teaching Methods.
University of Babylon-College of Basic EducationIraq – Holy Karbalarandaalhgam@gmail.com
Summary
Reading is one of the most important means of obtaining knowledge in
every time and place. The book is the safe repository in which scholars and
thinkers put their ideas and the results of their work and research in it, so
that it can be transmitted to all readers of all times. Reading works to
expand horizons. By reading one book you can travel to other countries, and
you can live another person's life and experience their feelings and feelings,
making you with a great mind and openness. Reading also works to develop
language, the ability to understand and properly perceive everything around
it, and to form ideas and trends for a person, as well as making him able to
solve problems, organize his thoughts, and define his goals, which makes
him more mature and experienced. We have pushed us to address this
111

research topic to the extent of the importance of reading in all the
educational stages, and this research title (reading and its importance in
education and the most important methods in teaching it) fall into three
chapters
• The first chapter includes: The meaning of reading - and its concept,
ancient and modern, and the development of this concept .
• As for the second semester: it includes the goals of teaching reading
for all stages, with reference to the types of reading and the most important
advantages of each type, and the areas used for reading .
And the third chapter: The teaching methods used in teaching reading were
the types of these methods, the most important advantages of these methods
and their concepts, and the general rules upon which each teaching method
is based
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Search title : effective dialogue and social tolerance among students of the
university.
First name : Dr.Zainab Hashim Aboud.
Second name: Dr.Nasheah kareem Eadhab.
Mustansiriyah University, college of basic education, department of
psychological counseling.
Country :Iraq - City: Baghdad.
dr.zainab999@gmail.com
Abstract:
The current research aimed to identify:
 Effective dialogue among university students.
 Social tolerance among university students.
121



The relationship between effective dialogue and social tolerance
among university students.
 The difference in the relationship between effective dialogue and
social tolerance according to the gender variable (male-female)
 The difference in the relationship between effective dialogue and
social tolerance according to the variable of specialization
(scientific – human)
Search procedures:
According to the aims of the research (identifying the relationship between
effective dialogue and social tolerance) and to answer his questions and
verify his hypotheses, he used the descriptive approach by collecting
information, and then reaching scientific results, and the two researchers
built a measure of effective dialogue according to Smith's theory, which
consists of ( 25) Paragraphs, the researchers prepared a measure of social
tolerance based on the concept of (Alwan, 2013), which consists of (34)
paragraphs in its final form, and then the procedures for statistical analysis
of the two measures were verified by applying them to a sample consisting
of (400) students.
In general, the research found a positive relationship between effective
dialogue and social tolerance among university students, and accordingly a
set of recommendations and proposals was developed.
key words :Effective dialogue. Social tolerance. Integration.
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AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF TERRORIST CRIMES UNDER
THE IRAQI COUNTER-TERRORISM LAW ASSIST LECTURER
SUAD SHAKIR BAWEE
FACULTY OF LAW, UNIVERSITY OF AL-QADISIYAH
IRAQ- AL-QADISIYAH

suad.alisawee@qu.edu.iq
ABSTRACT
Anti-terrorism is one of the present issues that concern the international
community. Iraq has experience different types of terrorism in different
ways could threaten the Iraq’s security and safety. Despite this fact and the
several terrorist actions that Iraq has experienced. Iraq was adopted the
Penal Code and the other relevant laws to criminalize offenses against state
security and public order that include terrorist offences. However, after 2003
there is an increase in internal domestic violence that led to the
establishment of Anti-Terrorism law enforced on 9th of November 2005.
This research examines the anti- terrorism law no 13 of 2005, which deal
with terrorism offenses in Iraq, Problematic issues in this respect are abuse
of the application of the rule of law, also, the anti-terrorism Law passed
vague definition of “terrorism”, as well, it does not include special
131

provisions for these procedures and refers to the Criminal Procedure Code
only. Finally, it allows the imposition of capital punishment for any
individual who participates in any terrorism-related activities. This research
highlights the significance of having an appropriate definition of terrorism
that agrees with the public rule of law and basic human rights according to
the international standards. This research used qualitative Legal Analysis
methodology to draw data from legal documents and reports, journal
articles, books. The data were analysed and categorised to give findings to
this research.
Keywords: Terrorism, Anti-Terrorism, Terrorist Crimes, State Security
Crimes, Death Penalty.
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The Israeli vision for the Greater Middle East project
Salam majhool shahad AL-Zeyadi
Ministry of Education - Directorate of Education Qadisiyah _
Iraq.
iqsalam18@gmail.com
Abstract :
This study is intended to explore the US-Russian conflict in the Middle
East, Given that this region is a priority in the US and Russian strategies and
a point of intersection of political projects for them.
The basic problem posed by the study is a question about the reality of
the US-Russian conflict in the Middle East in light of what the two countries
seek to achieve their interests in the region and their basic components. The
hypothesis of the study was the answer is summarized as the assumption of
a geostrategic conflict between the two countries in the study area was
reflected significantly To formulate different strategies in both countries.
Through the research, we note that the Middle East is an American-Israeli
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project that is expanding to include the various Arab countries, as these
countries have been understood that normalization must include a wider
space, and this expansion proposal for (the Middle East) emphasized it by
former American President George Bush (father) in a word In the opening
session of the Madrid conference when he said, "Our goal is not that it is a
state of war in the Middle East and that it should be replaced by a state of
non-war", and the real goal is to serve the interests of America and its
friends. The researcher also believes, through the study, that the Arab region
will remain in the foreseeable future an open arena for tensions, rivalries
and international projects aimed at keeping it within the reach of
international control.
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Class
Alienation
Consumer Culture
Ideology
Hegemony
Potitical Cultures

Critical reading in light of the main concepts in cultural
criticism
"Dreams Mosteghanemi as a model"
M.Salima Swadi zaghir
Directorate General of Education Qadisiyah
Research Summary:
The research is based on the stady of some of the main concepts that
constitute the cornerstone of cultural criticism from the institutional point of
view of the crities of Marxism, Which recog nizes the strength of the culture
of the modern masses and the corresponding developments in the social
structure of the audience of the recipients .
1. Class.
2. Alienation.
3. Consumer Culture.
4. Ideology .
5. Hegemony .
6. Potitical Cultures.
Kay word: Cultural Criticism , Class, Alienation, Consumer Culture
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The strategy of agreeing on the lesson and its effectiveness in developing
divergent productive thinking for students of the Physics Department
and their academic achievement.
M. Dr. Samah Abdul Kareem Abbas Al-Fatle - Al-Qadisiyah University
- College of Education - Iraq - Al-Diwaniyah
Abstract:
The research aims to know the effectiveness of the strategy of agreeing on
the lesson in developing divergent productive thinking for students of the
Department of Physics and their academic achievement, as the research
sample consisted of (62) students and students from the fourth grade
students in the Department of Physics - College of Education - University of
Qadisiyah during the first semester of the academic year ( 2018 - 2019) the
researcher used the experimental design, the behavioral goals were
formulated, and the teaching plans were prepared for the experimental group
and the control group, the researcher built the research tools that were
represented by the achievement test and the test of divergent productive
thinking, and the research reached the superiority of the experimental group
students On the students of the control group in the achievement and
divergent productive thinking.
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Electronic games (PUBG game) and their implications for the
academic achievement level of the second intermediate class
students
Abstract:
This research aims to identify the effect of electronic games (PUBG game)
on the level of academic and behavioral achievement among students of Al
Hussein Secondary School for Boys in Al Diwaneyah . The research also
seeks to present a list of recommendations that explain the way to deal with
electronic entertainment games, especially (PUBG game). The
experimental approach for the purpose of answering the research questions.
Where the research study community consisted of all students of Al Hussein
Secondary School for Boys, a random sample of 150 students from the
second intermediate class students was selected. The researcher used in his
study a pre-test and a post-test to judge the effect of electronic games
(PUBG game) on academic achievement in the two tests. To ensure the
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validity of the tool used in studying the research, students of the two groups
chose a similar level and academic achievement. The most important results
that were reached in this research are that the games The electronic (PUBG
game) can have a positive impact on the level of academic achievement of
school students if they are used regularly and for short periods of time. One
of the most important recommendations of this research: organizing the time
allocated to playing virtual electronic games and encouraging students to do
Exercise of sports activities and social activities away from virtual life in
addition to the possibility of playing these games after completing school
duties and reviewing lessons for a few periods of time, as well as urging the
family and the school to educate children about the dangers of electronic
games for their health and physical safety.
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Highest values in the popular biography
Dr.. Sundus Muhammad Abbas
Public Law Department / College of Law / University of AlQadisiyah / Iraq
sundus.m.abbas@qu.edu.iq
Summary:
The popular biography is one of the types of ancient oral literature, which
was collectively produced by the popular imagination based on some
historical figures, to depict life in all its details far from the literature of
kings, their lives, their victories and their councils. This type of literature is
a response to political, social and even religious situations, peoples wanted
to express their position, desires and hopes as well as preserve their identity
by planting higher values and enriching them in situations instilled in
collective thought through the interesting narration of the positions and
heroics of these historical figures. The noble human positivity, which was
instilled in the minds of peoples and still influenced by the acceptance or
rejection of new values.
Key words: the popular biography, values, religion, Antara, Saif, love,
heroism, humanity.
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Evaluation of the Arabic language book for the first intermediate
grade according to sustainable educational development
Souhad Kamil Gabar
Babylon Education Directorate, Babylon, Iraq
suhadalftlawy@gmail.com
Abstract
This research aims to calendar book language Arabic for first grade
average in Iraq in light dimensions educational development sustainable
with the answer about the following question : What is the level degree
availability criteria dimensions sustainable development in book
language Arabic for first grade average in Iraq? To answer about this
question followed researcher curriculum description analysis to analyze
content book language Arabic for grade first average in light
educational dimensions for sustainable development for its suitability
nature this research, if focus this approach knowledge and mean survey
results aspects of strengths and weaknesses in it, and the identification of
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relationships between subjects curriculum, or between and educational
phenomena or psychological or social. The current search is determined by
book Arabic for first grade intermediate which analyzed for the school
year 2019-2020. In order to achieve goal research prepared the researcher
prepared a questionnaire suitability for the main dimensions sustainable
development, according to which fit and educational environment Iraq,
and after analysis book Arabic language for first grade average the
researcher reached results
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Abstract:
With the increase in international and non-international armed conflicts, the
phenomenon of child recruitment has clearly expanded in different parts of
the world. What is the need for a confrontation from the international
community for it? The United Nations movement began with weak
initiatives, until the approval of the Convention on the Rights of the Child to
stipulate the prevention of child recruitment from States parties, then the
approval of the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the
Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict is optional in 2000.
Iraq joined the convention and ratified the protocol, however, the issue of
child recruitment has not ended either internationally or locally, and this is
the forms that the research deals with, which ends with the results that
indicate To the necessity of establishing a more effective mechanism in
order to combat this phenomenon, and to prevent armed groups from
recruiting children, and the need for Iraq to agree to the third protocol that
gives the right to the child or his family to file a complaint about his
recruitment.
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key words: The first - child recruitment, the second protocol annexed to the
Convention on the Rights of the Child, and the third - the third protocol
attached to the Convention on the Rights of the Child. Fourth - the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. Fifth - United Nations.
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Spatial analysis of primary education indicators in the provinces of
the
Middle Euphrates for the academic year 2015-2016
m.m SHIHAB KADIM 0BIDAL
Abstract:
study aimed to detect the reality of primary education in the provinces of the
Middle Euphrates by analyzing these indicators and its compatibility with
local indicators adopted the extent aligned with the reality of the actual need
for pupils. The study concluded that the number of primary schools in the
provinces of the Middle Euphrates the academic year 2015- 2016 reached(
3419) School of the problem of the proportion 26. 3% of Iraq' s schools, as
shown that there are indicators with negative consequences such as the
index( a pupil/ School and pupil/ Division) as the value of each respectively
385 pupil/ School and 36.4 pupil/ Division. The index the use of schools
have the number of schools in which always double( morning noon) ( 1710)
School. The index the independence of the school has turned out that the
schools guest with another school amounted to( 1012) School, show of the
index the efficiency of school buildings that the 20% of the schools are not
valid25 and%restorations the need to the restoration. It also show that there
are indicators with a positive results such as the index( spacing schools and
index pupil/ teacher) as the value of each respectively 0.18 and The
234

contribution of female in education 20.1 and amounted to %65.2 of the total
workforce in the field of
education in the study area
kewords :Indicator . spacing. School . pupil .
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The reality of using technological innovations in education and its
impact on tourism.
M.M.Abdul Hussain Musa Muhammad.
Middle Euphratates Technical University/Technical Institute
In Karbala,Department of Tourismz
M.Sabah Khudair Abbas
College of imam Al-Kazim(peace be upon him) Najaf
Branch,Department of Software Engineering
sabah2017kudeir@gmail
Abstract
Our research aims to define the reality of using all that is developed from
technology in education and tourism guidance, as the two researchers
followed a descriptive analytical approach, and we selected the study
sample in a random manner, which amounted to (81) participants. , As the
stability coefficient reached (0.83), and it was applied to the study sample,
analyzing the results and interpreting them depending on the statistical
program Spss, and the results showed that "tourism establishments do not
use technological innovations effectively".
In light of the findings of the researchers, the researchers also
recommended several recommendations, the most important of which was
the necessity to equip all tourist places with capabilities that allow the use of
technological innovations, and the importance of having a plan to overcome
the obstacles that limit the application of technological innovations in
tourism
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A Comparative Study Between the Translations of Arthur John
Arberry and Mohammed Marmaduke Pickthal with the Possibility of
Change : Surah 91 The Sun: ( Al-Shams) as an Example
By:
Lecturer Asst. Sabaah Abd Al Hassan Sabit
Ministry of education
General Directorate of Education in Dewaniyah
A Member of the Iraqi Translators Association
allami_saba@yahoo.com

Abstract
In the first section of this research, which is the theoretical section, the
researcher reviews a comprehensive and expanded presentation of the
beginnings of the translations of the Wholly Noble Qur’an in general and its
expansion among the Western Orientalists in particular.
In reviewing the most two famous translations; the translations of Arthur
John Arberry and Mohammed Marmaduke Pickthal, the researcher tries to
add a simple comparison between the two with the possibility of changing
through a separate opinion between them. Showing the flexibility to add
some linguistic expressions that may be closed to the general interpretation
of this noble verse or (Surah). The researcher relies on Tusi's interpretation
to discuss or explain the noble verse according to his book “Tafsir al270

Tebyaan”, which is regarded as a fundamentalist, jurisprudential, fictional,
and literary interpretation, is written by the Sheikh of the Shiite community,
Abu Jaafar al-Tusi, who sanctified his secret(S H S) (385-460 AH) on the
common methodology circulating among the commentators. This
interpretation is the basis, the oldest and the most perfect of the
interpretations of the Shiites. So what is true here as a comparison in the
translation of the model, the miniature portion of the Holy Qur’an, which is
Surah Al-Shams, is valid for the whole in determining the translated
expressions even if their meanings and locations differ.
Keywords: Shaykh al-Tusi, linguistic meanings, grammatical meaning,
Surah Al-Shams.

Introduction
The research is not about to underestimate the translation of any of the
aforementioned. On the contrary, choosing them as the best well-known
translators is in itself an understanding of the great achievement that they
reached through the translation of the Holy Qur’an at an early date.
Muhammad Pakthal (1875_1936) had published his translation of the
meanings of the Noble Qur’an for the first time in the United States of
America in 1930 entitled "Meanings of the Holy Qur'an", which expresses
the meanings of the Holy Qur'an. Although Pakthal was in India when he
translated the Holy Qur'an, he insisted on getting Al-Azhar's approval for
the idea of translating the Holy Quran (Pickthall, 1999). But Al-Azhar
confronted the translation of the Quran and it was displayed to the king
(Fuad) at that time who considered the translation of the Holy Quran as a sin
and threatened everyone who cooperates with Bakthal and supports the
currency of this and maybe dismissed from Al-Azhar. Pickthal obtained the
approval of the king in Hyderabad and was very close to Gandhi at that
time. On the other hand, the translator Arthur John Arberry (1905_1969) in
the early fifties, he issued a new translation of the Qur’an when he first
issued a translation of selections from some verses of the Qur'an with a long
introduction under the title of (The Holy Koran) meaning the Holy Qur’an.
Besides, in 1955 he published the interpreted translation of the Qur’an under
the title (The Koran Interpreted). Arberry translated the "Holy Quran" in
two volumes, and his translation was famous for its accuracy in its literary
style, and its ease which was accepted by the West at a certain time when
erroneous ideas prevailed about the civilization of Islam. Arberry responded
to the calls of some Westerners who promote the "incoherence of the verses
271

of the Noble Qur’an," by saying: “The verses in each surah are
interconnected in strings of flexible rhythm and a single revelation that is
internally compatible to the highest degrees of compatibility.” The
orientalist also acknowledged “the psychological impact of the Qur’an on
humans and its positive influence (Arberry A. , 1953). With the selection of
very close translators in the era of well-known translations of the Holy
Qur’an and their publication of different translations by opinion and
expression is one of the reasons for choosing a comparison between them.
Through the research, we will notice the difference in the expressions used
after the inclusion of both translations of Surah al-Shams. By the
preservation of the way of displaying the surah, the style of writing and
calligraphy, we will notice the extent of the similarity and difference in the
two translations compared to the deep meaning of the two translations
closest to al-Tusi's interpretation of the noble verse. Between the two views,
the researcher will add her point of view on the possible translation, using
some linguistic expressions closest to Tusi's interpretation. With most
translators acknowledging the impossibility of conveying the true and
accurate meaning of the surahs of the Holy Qur’an, considering that the
language chosen by God Almighty for the miracle of the last of his prophets
and messengers is Arabic (Mala'h, 2014). Arabic is one of the deepest
languages that contain deep expression due to plenty of vocabularies it
contains and its deep temporal and spatial coverage. Because of that, both
translators try to portray by their translation the closest Linguistic meanings
after converting the singular to another language in order not to lose what
they pour into the divine purpose in the true meaning of the surah. So we
will notice the grammatical, morphological and literary difference even in
the use of the light sentence of the Surahs (In the name of God, the Most
Gracious, the Most Merciful) (Alkhoi, 2012). In the practical part of the
research paper, the researcher reviews the detailed explanation of both
translations and analyzes them linguistically after converting them to
another language. The following research can be considered a basic basis for
writing a series of comparisons between the two translators or translations
for all the Surahs of the Holy Quran.
2. The Main Two Translations Required
There are two main translations mentioned here in this research for Surah 91
of Holy Quran (ASh-Shams) or The Sun.
2.1 First: the translations of Arthur John Arberry
Ash-Shams: The Sun
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1Praise belong to God, the Lord of all Being,
1. By the sun and his morning brightness
2. and the moon when she follows him,
3. and by the day when it displays him
4. and by the night when it enshrouds him!
5. By the heaven and That which built it
6. and by the earth and That which extended it!
7. By the soul, and That which shaped it
8. and inspired it to lewdness and godfearing!
9. Prosperous is he who purifies it,
10. and failed has he who seduces it.
11. Thamood cries lies in their insolence
12. when the most wretched of them uprose,
13. then the Messenger of God said to them
“The She-camel of God; let her drink”!
14. But they cried him lies, and hamstrung her, so
their Lord crushed them for their sin, and levelled them :
15. and He fears not the issue thereof. (Arberry, 1964)

In the Nam of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate
91:1By the sun and his brightness and by the moon when she follows him,
and by the day when it displays him and by the night when it enshrouds
him!
91:5 By the heaven and That which built it and by the earth and That which
extended it! By the soul, and That which shaped it and inspired it to
lewdness and godfearing! Prosperous is he who purifies it,
91:10 and failed has he who seduces it.
Thamood cries lies in their insolence when the most wretched of them
uprose, then the Messenger of God said to them, “The She-camel of God:
let her drink!” But they cried him lies, and hamstrung her,
91:15so their Lord crushed them for their sin, and levelled them: and He
fears not the issue thereof. (Arberry, 1964)

2.2 Second: the translation of Mohammed Marmaduke Pickthal
XCI THE SUN / Ash-Shams
(The Sun) The Ninety-First Surah of the Qur'aan
In the Name of Allah
1. By the sun and his brightness,
2. And the moon when she followeth him,
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

And the day when it revealeth him,
And the night when it enshroudeth him,
And the heaven and Him Who built it,
And the earth and Him Who spread it,
And a soul and Him Who perfected it
And inspired it (with conscience of) what is wrong for it and (what
is) right for it.
9. He is indeed successful who causeth it to grow,
10. And he is indeed a failure who stunteth it.
11. (The tribe of) Thamud denied (the truth) in their rebellious pride,
12. When the basest of them broke forth
13. And the messenger of Allah said: It is the she-camel of Allah, so let
her drink!
14. But they denied him, and they hamstrung her, so Allah doomed them
for their sin and rased (their dwellings).
15. He dreadeth not the sequel (of events). (Pickthall, 1999)

2.3 Suraht Ash-Shams in the Holy Qur’an in Arabic

2.4 Al Tusis’s Main Explanation for Surah Ash-Shams
Al-Tusi, Muḥammad b. al-Ḥasan b. ʿAlī b. al-Ḥasan (385-460), is known as
the Shaykh of Shi’a. He is the student of Shaykh Al Mufeed And Murtadha,
the Abassian kind gave Al Tusi the mission of speech on the Chair of
Baghdad, but when his library had burnt by the Ottoman's attack, he was
forced to migrate to Al Najaf city to establish the Hawza there. For his great
contributions and tremendous influence, he received the honourable title of
al-Shaykh al-Ṭāʾifa (the chief or head of the Shi'a). His famous book AlTibyan fi Tafsir al-Qur’an, which was a model for later Shi'a commentaries.
It is the first complete explanation or commentary of the Qur'an written by
Shi'a and indicates all the chapters of the Qur'an. It is a significant book
from previous commentaries because, in al-Tibyan, al-Shaykh al-Tusi
considered the opinions of other Shi'a and Sunni scholars, discussing the
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opinions of other exegetes, benefitted from pre-Islamic Arabic literature,
gave information on difficult words of the Qur'an and mentioned the
differences among recitations and issues in fiqh, theology, and rhetoric’s in
verses of the Qur'an. Shi'a commentaries before al-Shaykh al-Tusi only
mentioned hadiths about the verses of the Qur'an. (al-Tusi, 1409)
Surah Al-Shams is one of the surahs gets in Mecca and it is fifteen Ayahs.
As al-Tusi’s explanations in his book Al-Tibyan fi Tafsir Al-Qur’an, he
explains that this Surah is a part of God Almighty’s swearing about the sun
overnight. “ we have shown that the Almighty has the right to swear by
what He wills of his creation as a kind of warning of the greatness of Him
and the abundance of use of it". When the sun has maximized the use of it
and the strength of the world of animals and plants in its rising and setting,
it is permissible to swear by it because of the lesson and need for it. In
addition to that, it strengthens that great power of Gods willing when he
says (sacrificed) means the time of its sunrise .
His saying (and the moon if it follows the sun) al-Tusi declares that “it is
another swearing with the moon and the sun's chronicle or timing, and the
reference behind, from one side the following of the moon to the sun and
from another side in terms of proceeding matters in order of decrease and
increase”
It increases because the sun’s light continues to diminish if its concrete is
absent, and the moon’s light is strengthening until it is perfect as well.
Continually, emphasizing of God’s worshipers about something that they
cannot drag on something of that approach. Ibn Zayd said: If the moon
follows the sun in the first half of the month when the sun sets, the moon
follows the sun at the sunset. And at the end of the month, it precedes the
sun at sunset. While al-Hasan said: ( and the sun and its overnight) meaning
its light (and the moon if it follows it) means the night of the crescent. It was
said: It was followed by the sun in the light. And his saying (and the day if it
makes it clear) another part of the day when it clears it means the sun with
its light, which is indicated by its light. And it was said that its meaning is if
the darkness clears up, here the “it” is a metaphor for darkness, (and the
night if it covers it) another part at night if it covers it means covered the
sun with its darkness when the sun falls. And in his saying (And the sky is
what He built) Qatada said: The meaning of the sky and its construction
made (what) referring to the construction of the Who that constructed the
sky. Mujahid and al-Hasan said: The meaning of the sky and what built it,
the sky among the builders of the sky, which is God Almighty. And saying:
(And the land and what He mowed) is another part of the land that he does
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now, and there are two possible reasons for that:
One of them: The land or earth, and its mowing shape.
The second: The land and the one who crushes it, which is God the
Almighty and the meaning of the one who crushes, settles or expands it until
it is possible to live on it. Mujahid and al-Hasan said: It was milled and
mowed are the same meaning.
And saying: (And the soul and Who create if, is another swearing of the
soul, and it is also possible for two things:
One: the soul and its creation.
Second: The soul and Who created it, which is God the Almighty. Al-Hasan
said: It means Adam and God Who first create Adam by God the Almighty.
And it was said: (What/Which) in these verses means (Who) and his saying
(then he inspired her for her immorality and piety), Ibn Abbas, Mujahid,
Qatada, Al-Dahhak and Sufyan said: It means that He learns her( The Soul)
the path of immorality and piety as well as her desire for piety and her
abstinence in debauchery. And some people said: He let her down when she
chose immorality and inspired her piety by following it. And his saying
(who praised it has succeeded) is the answer of oath for all who have
succeeded whoever gave charity, but who has been disappointed by its
trespassing and concealed from giving charity. The meaning here is about
those who have succeeded by preventing their/himself by doing righteous
deeds or avoiding sin - which is the saying of Ibn Abbas and Mujahid. And
Qatada - and people said: His meaning has succeeded by those who are
praised by God himself, and he has been disappointed by his trespassing.
While saying (and he has been disappointed by his trespassing), means
those who are disappointed or lost are also who insinuates himself in the
sins of God, engaging in the ugliness which God forbids him from. It also
means curmudgeon because the curmudgeon conceals himself with his
greediness as well as his position so as not to seek him for help or charity.
God the Almighty informs about Thamood who are the people of Salih the
profit (Thamood lied to her tyrants). Ibn Abbas said: He means by her
torment, meaning the torment of the tyrant, and he brought her what she had
lied with. Mujahid said: By her disobedience - which is the saying of Ibn
Zaid also - which is a kind of interpretation, and tyranny means the tyranny
of exceeding the limits in corruption and reaching its goal, one says: he is
tyrannical if he exceeds the limits. And His saying (if her bad and brutal
man was emitted) that is, her denial when the most brutal of Thamood was
emitted, and his name was Qadir bin Salaf. Some people said: The stabbing
of she-camel is their denial. And it was said: Because it is something else.
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And it was said: They acknowledged that she-camel had a drink and they
had a drink without believing that it was right. While brutality is the severity
of the case in the suffering of pain and it is the greatest of misery, and the
opposite of misery is happiness .
In his saying (then the Messenger of God said to them) means Salih the
profit, because he said to them: That this she-camel of God and his
appreciation, so beware, the camel of God, meaning beware (and water it).
So watering means the share of it, and watering means also the exposure to
drinking. (Yusuf, 1922)
And his saying (so they denounced it) means Salih’s people lie, and they did
not pay any attention to his saying (so they kill it) meaning she-camel. So
they see it and all of them are satisfied with this action. They were
overwhelmed by calamity that God Almighty had punished them for their
pleasure with his action. And his saying (And their Lord grumbled upon
them with their sin and misled it) means that God Almighty destroyed them
as a punishment for their sins, such as a denial of Salih the profit and the
barrenness of the camel. It was said: The meaning of “rumbling” on them
means destroying them.
It was said: What it means is I clench them with torment, it is said that you
growled on the thing if it tightened on it, it is the multiplication of hardship,
and God Almighty multiplied the torment of the tyranny they committed.
And his saying (and settled it down) means that he put some of them on the
same level as others, and they are attached to the land all in the same level,
so the settlement makes the thing equal to the number of others. And his
saying (He does not fear its punishment) Ibn Abbas, Al-Hassan, Qatada and
Mujahid said: It means God Almighty does not fear the consequences of the
rumble. Al-Dahhak said: Its meaning did not hide the one who bore her with
punishment, and this is what the first case led to. Abu Ali said: Whoever
reads (and they disbelieve him) so do not fear as if their denial of their
abstinence followed, their stabbing the she-camel or they are not afraid to be
chased by something else. (Arberry A. , 1953(

3. The Objectives of the Study
1- Making a clear comparison that may be a base to compare between
any parts of The Holy Quran by any other translators.
2- Showing the deep semantic meaning for the translations of Arthur
John Arberry as well as the translation of Mohammed Marmaduke
Pickthal
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3- Explaining the best translation that best matches the explaining of
the well-known explainer al Tusi .
4- Showing if it is possible or not to change any of the aforementioned
translations forms .

4. The Methodology of the study
Since a significant number of translators have acknowledged the difficulty
of religious Qur’an translation; due to the eloquence of the Qur’an text and
its miraculous system, we decided to follow the descriptive approach to
study the problematic issue. The study aims mainly to consider the
methodology adopted by the two translators Arthur John Arberry and
Mohammed Marmaduke Pickthal in drafting Suraht AlSha-Shams and their
ability to transfer the legal terms that the Islamic term carries in its own
context. And al-Tusi's interpretation of Surah al-Shams was put as an
approximation and the closest meaning of interpretation upon translation so
that it would be in its final form according to the researcher's opinion.
5. Review of Literature
The idea behind translating the meanings of the Holy Qur’an is controlled
by many factors, which depends on understanding the meaning contained in
the Qur’an text, the extent of the validity of this translation in transmitting
the intended meaning, and on the legal rulings included in the verses finally
it also depends on the language used to express this meaning. Among the
most important studies that have been exposed to translating the meanings
of the Holy Qur'an are:
The Study Dr Fuad Abd al-Muttalib (2015) “The Problems of Translating
the Holy Qur’an, Historical and Critical Illumination of Robert Of Ketton’s
translation and James Kritzk’s review of it”. It is a good critical study for
comparing translations of the Holy Quran. (Abdulmutalib, 2015)
A recent study by Herrag El Hassane (2011)to compare the ideological
factor at significant points between translations of The Qur’an into English
and Spanish, which is considered as one of the most important modern
studies in the beauty of comparative translations that has ever been done
The study is based on the comparison of the translation of the Qur’an
between several different languages. It also provided a systematic study of
the factors of the critical comparison between different translations in
different languages. (Hassane, 2012)
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Badr al-Din Zawaqa (2015) entitled: The Dangers of Scientifically
Inadequate Translation on Belief and Thought "Towards an Approach of the
Presentation of the Qur’anic translation: “An analytical and Supervising
study. In this study, the researcher focused on the verses of adjectives, and
he demonstrates the dangers of wrong translations, which may affect Islamic
belief and thoughts .
AlKhoi’s interpreting for the inability of human beings to interpret the exact
meaning of the Holy Qur’an in Arabic, he indicated this idea with many and
extended proofs of The Prophet Mohammed’s Hadeeth, mentioning this
idea through his famous book al- Bayaan fe Tafseer Al Qur’an (Alkhoi,
2012).

Discussion and Comparison
In this section, the researcher is going to make a brief comparison of the two
translations depending on the explanation of Al Tusi’s book with
explanation to what is nearer to the Holy Qur'an meaning.
Arthur John Arberry

Mohammed Marmaduke
Pickthal
Ash-Shams: The Sun
XCI THE SUN The
Ninety-First Surah of the
Qur'aan
0Praise belong to God, In the Name of Allaah
the Lord of all Being,
1By the sun and his 1. By the sun and his
morning brightness
brightness,
2and the moon when she 2. And the moon when
follows him,
she followeth him,
3and by the day when it 3. And the day when it
displays him
revealeth him,
4and by the night when it 4. And the night when it
enshrouds him!
enshroudeth him,
5By the heaven and That 5. And the heaven and
which built it
Him Who built it,
6and by the earth and 6. And the earth and
That which extended it!
Him Who spread it,
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7By the soul, and That
which shaped it
8and inspired it to
lewdness and godfearing!

12when
the
most
wretched of them uprose,
13then the Messenger of
God said to them<
“The She-camel of God;
let her drink!”

7. And a soul and Him
Who perfected it
8. And inspired it (with
conscience of) what is
wrong for it and (what
is) right for it.
9. He is indeed
successful who causeth
it to grow,
10. And he is indeed a
failure who stunteth it.
11. (The tribe of)
Thamud denied (the
truth) in their rebellious
pride,
12. When the basest of
them broke forth
13. And the messenger
of Allah said: It is the
she-camel of Allah, so
let her drink!

14But they cried him lies,
and hamstrung her, so
their Lord crushed them
for their sin, and levelled
them:
15and He fears not the
issue thereof.

14. But they denied him,
and they hamstrung her,
so Allah doomed them
for their sin and rased
(their dwellings).
15. He dreadeth not the
sequel (of events).

9Prosperous is he who
purifies it,
10and failed has he who
seduces it.
11Thamood cries lies in
their insolence

From first sight, the reader thinks that the two translations are different. But
when one wants to compare between any translations know that these
translations are somehow similar. If we want to start with the differences
between the two translations, we can see that each translator had followed a
different point of view in shifting the Arabic Surah into English verse
(Zawaqah, 2014)
Arberry has counted each verse into a number imitating the numbering form
of Surahs of Holy Qur'an (Arberry A. , 1953). We can say that kind of
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imitation reflects great respect of the form of each Ayha keeping the same
numbering sets. This leads to the idea of awareness of not changing the
whole form that may give a certain idea or respect in the part of the reader.
While Pickthal on the other hand has used a different form her when he
gathered every five Ayahs together for certain purposes, forgetting about the
original form of the Holy Qur'an. Each of them has translated the Surah in a
different way. Although Arberry has used the original letters of the Surah by
writing "Al- Shams", then referring to the meaning in English when he
denotes “The Sun” between brackets, Pickthal uses only the translated word
of the name of the Surah "The Sun". The beginning of each Surah in the
Holy Qur'an begins with The name of Allah, we can notice that Arberry
gives zero number to the beginning of the Surah “ 0Praise belong to God,
the Lord of all Being”, he wants only to Praise Allah The Almighty without
caring about the literal translation of this start of each Surah. Pickthal, on
the other hand, has translated this starting sentence exactly as it originally
means in Holy Qur'an since he becomes Muslim “In the Name of Allah”.
This leads to the idea that Arberry’s translation only reflects the general
meaning of the starting sentence while Pickthal shows the literal translation
with its deep meaning of being as a start sentence. There are many other
translations of the starting sentence other translators had shown before and
all we can regard as correct in reflecting the general meaning and purpose of
it like, “In the name of Allah, the Entirely Merciful, the Especially
Merciful”. Any reader can see the similarity of using the same translation
for all the other Ayahs although we can use other translations for words as
follows:
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Suggestion
the gleam of light, splendour
Clarify,
Blind, cover, conceal,
Constructed, created, structured
mowed
Formed
Profligacy
and
piety
devotion/wrongs and rights,

Translation
Brightness
Display , revealeth
Enshrouds, enshroudeth
Built
Spread, Extended
Shaped, perfected
or lewdness and godfearing, (with
conscience of) what is wrong for it
and (what is) right for it
Refines
Purifies, causeth it to grow
Flourished, gloried
Prosperous, successful
Buried, corrupted
Seduces, stunteth it.
Brutal
Wretched, basest of them
Doomed, destroyed
Crushed, doomed
sequel (of events), the issue thereof
Consequence, banishment
In fact, all the interpreters had agreed to the idea that interpreting the Holy
Qur'an is not for the sake of changing the meaning or trying to corrupt the
linguistic, semantic, religious Holy Secret Objectives of Holy Qur'an, rather
than allowing the foreign speakers of other languages know and understand
the Heavenly Objectives of the religion of Islam (Alkhoi, 2012). The
translation of the Holy Qur'an is an answer for those who want to falsify the
divine objectives of Qur'an. So that as al-Nawawy said Holy Qur'an's origin
is in Arabic that we couldn't regard the Indian or English translation of
Qur'an as Qur'an by itself (Nawawy, 1392). This gives the orientalists the
right to use any vocabulary they think best fits the original idea behind any
Surah, but when controlling or guiding the translators to translate Holy
Quran according to one or more interpreters like al-Tusi. And this will also
restrict them not to use any vocabulary that may corrupt the original
semantic, secret, heavenly form of Qur'an (Saab, 1422.)
For example :
Translating
into “light, morning brightness, splendor, gleam
and brightness” still doesn’t give the real exact meaning of the Arabic
vocabulary “ .”ض َحاهَا
ُ ََBut all these translations may give foreigners the
superficial meaning of the word according to al- Tusi’s interpretation .
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Another example, the translation of
like “lewdness and
godfearing, wrongs and rights, profligacy and piety, profligacy and devotion
and (with conscience of) what is wrong for it and (what is) right for it ”, it
doesn't reflect the original vocabulary of the soul's goodness  تَ ْق َواهَاor the
soul’s badness ,
but foreigners can get the same interpretation of alTusi behind the logical meaning of this Surah in Holy Qur'an. Finally, we
can say that most of the translators try only to transfer the words
vocalizations without acknowledging the linguistic syntactical or
grammatical rules of Arabic Language in addition to the rhetorical style of
the Arabic language such as metaphor, metonymy and imagery. They do not
pay any attention to the reasons behind the embarkation of Ayahs, that's
why they are all admitting that it is difficult or impossible to shift the Arabic
words into any other languages because of the inability of other languages
to keep pace with the Arabic language (Raghab, 2013)

Conclusion
Since most of the translations have made by orientalists whose original
language is not Arabic, this leads to the missing or decreasing of the original
deep meaning behind each Ayah. Although the many mistakes or
inadequacy of these translations but they are still widely published and
reviewed by Muslims and other recent orientalists. For all these reasons of
the impossibility of adequate translation, changing vocabulary is permissible
with one condition of not corrupt the semantic purpose of the Muslims’
Holy book Qur'an. There must have been major rules for translating Qur'an
into English in particular; as being a worldly language; and other languages
in general. Here comes the need for an international pact for one complete
grammatical, syntactical and semantic translation that can be a perfect
symbol of Quranic translation .
The flexibility of English vocabularies opposite the strict, direct, deep and
referential Arabic vocabularic, this makes it difficult to find an exact fit
word that can give the exact meaning as it is meant in Holy Qur'an. The
researcher has used an Arabic example “al-Tusi’s interpretation” to judge
which is more adequate to the Arabic vocabulary, so this may help to bring
out the English translation according to Arabs interpretations not as how
Foreigners’ understanding and interpreting Arabic text as “Qur'an .”
Finally, we can notice a kind of imitating or reusing of the same vocabulary
for different translations of Holy Qur'an, but still the difference in forming
the Ayahs’ style of writing according to Arberry and Pickthal. Both dealt
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with the numbering of Ayahs though in a different way, but this built the
idea of respect to be very similar to original Arabic text. Butting or
changing vocabulary must be in a way that doesn’t corrupt or deviate the
original semantic purpose of Qur'an and it is better to translate the purposes
behind the embarkation of all Ayahs before translating the original text of
Qur'an .
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Significant of the study
This study concerns Iraqi EFL Learner’s Command of the Speech Act of
Advice. This focuses on the pragmatic strategies and linguistic methods
through which this act is carried out. The present study examines the
pragmatic strategies used by Iraqi EFL university students in English speech
acts of "advice". The data analyzed in this study were collected in the Dept.
of English, the study is applied on a sample of thirty-two students in the
fourth grade of college of Education for Human science, University of
Mosul, Department of English- Iraqi.
Iraqi EFL Learner’s Command of the Speech Act of Advice
Abstract
This study concerns Iraqi EFL Learner’s Command of the Speech Act of
Advice. This focuses on the pragmatic strategies and linguistic methods
through which this act is carried out. The present study examines the
pragmatic strategies used by Iraqi EFL university students in English speech
acts of "advice". The data analyzed in this study were collected in the Dept.
of English, the study is applied on a sample of thirty-two students in the
fourth grade of college of Education for Human science, University of
Mosul, Department of English- Iraqi.
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Keywords: SA, Advice, EFL Learners, Strategies
Statement of the Problem
Because its importance of the social main trance the SA of advice is going
to be students’ performance when adviser to other and to answer the
following questions:
1- To what extent do Iraqi EFL students find difficulty in using and
understanding advice?
2- What are the strategies of speech act of advice use by Iraqi EFL
students?
3- Which strategies of advice do Iraqi EFL students use more
frequently than other?

Aims
The study attempts to fulfill the following aims.
1- Investigate the difficulties face Iraqi EFL students in using SA of
advice.
2- Identify the strategies of the SA of advice as used by Iraqi EFL
students for SA of advice.
3- Finding out the strategies that are most frequently use by Iraqi EFL
students for SA of advice.

Hypothesis
It is hypothesized that:
1. The Iraqi EFL students face difficulty in using SA of advice.
2. The Iraqi EFL students use the direct and indirect speech acts that
are most use in SA advice.

Procedures
1. Providing a theoretical background about use of speech act of
advice.
2. Conducting test by means of questionnaire to examine Iraqi
EFL students what to find out the strategies that is most
frequently use the Iraqi EFL students SA of advice.

Limitations
The research shows with the following limitations:
1.
Objective limits: this research applied on Iraqi EFL students’
use of Speech act of advice.
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2.

3.

Human limits: The study is applied on a sample of thirty-two
students in the fourth grade of college of Education for Human
science, University of Mosul, Department of English- Iraqi.
Time-limits: The study is applied in the academic year (20192020)

Value
It is expected that the study is of some significance to the Iraqi EFL to the
learners, teachers and researchers in college of education for Human
Sciences University of Mosul, Department of English Iraqi Science it
provides information about SA of Advice.

Definitions of Speech act of Advice
Advice acts were known as instructions for the category of illocutionary acts
by Searle (1976). For addition, reflecting on the difference between
impositive and non-impositive exhortative speech activities created by
Haverkate (1984), advice belongs to the latter group, Since the force of the
speaker on the hearer is not as powerful as in the implementations. Another
aspect which underlies all communication activities of the Directive relates
to its face-threatening existence. Advising is also known to be a facethreatening act, although the actions of the speaker do not impede the
freedom of action of the audience (Brown and Levinson, 1987). Considering
the nature of advice as a face-threatening act, and following the assumptions
of Wardhaugh (1985) and Tsui (1994) about the advice speech act.
Hinkel (1997: 5) explains that giving advice is a dynamic speech act that
should be carried out with discretion when the speaker is fairly certain that
the hearer is going to do what is being told, that all advice must be hedged
and never directly offered in order to avoid insulting the hearer, and that the
speaker is believed to have the right or power to give advice.
Advice is the instruction process by which the speaker advises the audience
to take a specific action in the future that is of concern to the listener. That
is, when the speaker urges the listener to do an event, he / she recommends
that the listener executes it while thinking it would be nice for him / her to
do it. For example, an utterance such as' I advise you to read every day' is of
interest to the listener as reading everyday would lead to success
(Wierzbica, 1987:169).
Searle (1969:67) states that "contrary to what
one might suppose advice is not a species of requesting. It is interesting to
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compare "advise" with "urge", "advocate" and "recommend". Advising you
is not trying to get you to do something in the sense that requesting is.
Advising is more like telling you what is best for you".
According to Searle's point of view, the word ' advise ' expresses the
illocutionary power of the act of counseling in the utterance ' I advise you to
leave, ' and that impact has a sense identical to the illocutionary force of
encouraging and advocating as they all have a benefit in the audience. The
act of requesting on the opposite, offers the speaker an interest; thus, it is
not interrelated with the act of guidance. Therefore, the utterance, ' you
should read the book of linguistics ' is interpreted as a suggestion even
though it does not include the word ' advise. ' The hearer will consider the
illocutionary force of advice in this statement because it tells him / her to do
what is the best action.
Searle (1979:28-29) said that two illocutionary points can be drawn from the
act of advice (as a warning). It takes the point and the assertive aspect of the
instruction. For example: "I advise you to go there" and passengers are
advised that the train is late (Assertive). The speaker advises the listener in
the first utterance to guide him / her to take a future action (to go there). In
the second, the speaker advises the listener by claiming something that is
not in the hearer's interest (the train will be late) and at the same time he /
she is trying to get the listener to do something about the uninteresting
thing.
Rintell (1979:99) says that the speaker must assume that the behavior he /
she tells the listener to conduct has positive effects on the listener and that
he / she must be certain that the positive effects can take place. It can be
inferred that the act of advising is called a hearer-based act as it gives
attention to the hearer; and the hearer will benefit from it in order for the act
of advising to be happily done. On this basis, one can not give advice by
uttering a phrase such as ' I advise you to be sloppy with your studying
duties ' as it has a negative effect on the hearer.

Strategies of Speech Act of Advice
According to Yule (1996: 93-98), three forms of strategies are being used to
carry out the advice expression act. Such strategies are strategies that are
direct conventionally indirect and non-conventionally indirect.
The first type of strategies is classified into four different realizations:
imperatives as in "Study," negative imperatives "Don't go out until late,"
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declarative sentences with "should" or "attempted for" as in "You should
study more for that exam," and declarative sentences with performative
verbs as in "I advise you to study more." The verb "advise" and the noun
"advice" are used in the latter case as in "My advice to you is ...." (ibid.).
The second type of strategies that is, indirect conventionalized approaches,
contains three linguistic realizations: contingent as in "If I were you, I'd
study possibility "It might be easier for you to study hard" and precise
questioning formulas (ibid.).
Matsumura (2001: 677) states that the distinction between direct and
indirect therapy depends on the strength of the counseling types. Forms such
as "You will," "You can," "You would be safer," for instance, and
imperatives would be known as direct advice. Other forms like "You can /
could," "You might want" and "It could / would be a good idea" could be
classified as indirect advice.
The third type of strategies, indirect non-conventionalized strategies,
includes the hint that the intentions of the speaker are not expressly
expressed as in "You want to pass, don't you" (Yule, 1996:99).
The following table summarizes the various linguistic strategies used to
express advice: (Ibid: 107)
Table (1):
Advice linguistic strategies
Type
Strategy
Example
Direct

Imperative

Be careful

Negative

Don’t worry

imperative
Declarative

You should/ ought to/ must/ had
better….
I advise you to……

Per-formative

My advice is….
Indirect

Conditional

If I were you,……

conventionalized

Probability

It might be better for you….
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Indirect non-

Interrogative

Why don’t you….?

Declarative

You can/ could/ might…..

Hints

You want to pass, don’t you?

conventionalized

The Design
Discourse completion test, which is sometimes referred to as a production
questionnaire or recognition level, is usually employed in cross-cultural
pragmatics, especially in inter-language pragmatics. This instrument was
originally developed by BlumKulka(1982:83) for comparing the speech act
realization patterns of native speakers and students. In the present study, the
questionnaire consists of six incomplete discourse situations that represent
different types of advice proposed. The situations were in written form so
that the Iraqi EFL students could give their responses without difficulties.
Using discourse completion test can enable the researcher to obtain
sufficient data in a relatively short period of time and can help students to
express themselves without any kind of intervention by the researcher.

Sample
The participants in this research are thirty-two of fourth-year students from
the University of Mosul, College of Education for Human Sciences,
Department of English. Sixteen of them are males and sixteen are females.
They range in age between( 22-25) years old.

Data Analysis
Table (2)
Advice strategies in English as used by Iraqi EFL female
students
Type

Direct

Strategy

Frequency Percentage

Imperative

8

9.7%

Negative

12

14.6%

Declarative

15

18.2%

Per-formative

16

19.5%

imperative
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Indirect conventionalized

Indirect non-

Conditional

10

12.1%

Probability

5

6.09%

Interrogative

6

7.3%

Declarative

6

7.3%

Hints

4

4.8%

conventionalized
At the set out, the data collected from the female subjects made it
individual. The data collected reveal that the Iraqi EFL students are able to
use the three strategies of advice namely: direct, indirect conventionalized
and indirect non-conventionalized strategies. Concerning the direct strategy,
the subjects used imperative, negative imperative, declarative and performative with little variation in their frequency. Per-formative has been
used more than other direct strategies for 16 times (19.7%), for example
most of the subjects used the performative verb (advice)
1. I advise you to study and work hard if you want to success.
2. My advice is studying grammar’s lesson in an accurately way. I am
sure that you will understand.
3. I advise you to go to your master and tell him about your problem.
1. The second kind of direct strategy which is used frequently by the
subjects is declarative which has been used 15 times (18.5%) for
example:
4. You must go to your department and check what happened.
5. You had better go to the leadership of department and ask him about
the problem.
6. You ought to try and read more and be attentive to your lessons.
7. You should ask your supervisor and he will help you.
2. The third kind of direct strategy is negative imperative which has
been used 12 times (14.6%) (Don’t worry) for example:
8. Don’t worry, you should ask the administration of your department.
9. Don’t worry, go to the leadership who he will listen to your problem.
10. Don’t worry you might find it in another list.
11. Don’t worry this isn’t the end. You have another chance, you can
focus on your weak points in your study and study harder and ask the
clever students.
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3.
12.
13.

14.
4.

15.
16.
17.
18.
5.

6.
7.
19.
20.
8.
21.
22.
23.
24.
9.
25.
26.

The less frequent strategy is imperative which has been used 8 times
(9.7%) for example:
Be carefully when you study grammar. I am sure that you will
understand it very well.
Be carefully, studying language is not easy it needs more efforts and
more study and you need to study all the time and you must attend
all the lectures.
Be carefully in the final exam you must study more.
The analysis of the questionnaire reveals that the subjects used
indirect conventionalized strategy that is less frequent than the direct
which includes conditional, probability, interrogative and
declarative. Within this strategy conditional has been the most
frequent one, it has been used 10 times (12.1%) for example:
If I were you I would study hard in the next examination.
If I were you, I don’t come to college of education of English
language department.
If I were you, I would ask classmate who has the same problem to
guide me.
If I were you I would study very hard to improve my language.
The least frequent strategies in indirect conventionalized are
interrogative and declarative at the same rate both of them have been
used 6 times (7.3%) for example:
Interrogative:
19.
Why don’t you enquire
about your name in the
administration.
Why don’t you ask supervisor to help you.
Why don’t you go to the Arabic language department.
Declarative:
You might study and don’t waste your time and manage your time
carefully.
You can study hard.
You can get high marks in the next course.
You could object.
As for probability the data reveal that it is less frequent than the first
two strategies as it has been used 5 times (6.09%) for example:
It might be better for you to study hard in the second course.
It might be better for you to ask your master about any problem face
you.
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The least frequent strategy is indirect non-conventionalized (hints). This
strategy is rarely used by the subjects. It has been used only 4 times
(4.87%). For example:
27.
You want to pass, don’t worry.
Table (3)
Advice strategies in English as used by Iraqi EFL male students
Type
Strategy
Frequency Percentage
Imperative

4

4.6%

10

11.6%

Declarative

21

24.4%

Per-formative

21

24.4%

Conditional

5

5.8%

Probability

8

9.3%

Interrogative

6

6.9%

Declarative

8

9.3%

Hints

3

3.4%

Negative
Direct

Indirect conventionalized

Indirect nonconventionalized

imperative

At the set out, the data collected from the male subjects made it individual.
The data collected reveal that the Iraqi EFL students are able to use the three
strategies of advice namely: direct, indirect conventionalized and indirect
non-conventionalized strategies. Concerning the direct strategy, the subjects
used imperative, negative imperative, declarative and per-formative with
little variation in their frequency. Per-formative and declarative have been
used more than other direct strategies for 21 times (24-41%), for example:
 Most of the subjects used the per-formative verb (advice)
1.
I advise you to tell the teacher about this problem.
2.
I advise you to check your name from your department and ask
why your name hasn’t appeared in the application list.
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3.

My advice is going to English language department I am sure
that you will be happy but you have to study hard.
 Declarative:
4.
You should study the methods that help you write the research.
5.
You had better object about your mark and inform the committee
to check your mark again.
6.
You must go to the administrator and present intervention.
7.
You ought to go to your research supervisor and ask him for
help.
The second kind of direct strategy which is used frequently by the subjects
imperative which has been used 10 times (11.62%) (don’t worry), for
example:
8.
Don’t worry, they give chance to work hard.
9.
Don’t worry, it can be corrected.
10.
Don’t worry, go to your master and ask him about the problem.
The third kind of direct strategy is imperative which has been used 4 times
(4.65%) for example:
11.
Be carefully, this department is not easy and you should work
hard on four skills (writing, reading, speaking and listening)
12.
Be carefully if you haven’t abilities and basic in English
language, don’t enter English language department.
13.
Be carefully, when you read the list may be there is an error.
The analysis of the questionnaire reveals that the subjects used indirect
conventionalized strategy that is less frequent than the direct which includes
conventional probability, interrogative, and declarative. Within this strategy
probability and declarative have been the most frequent one, they have been
used 8 times (9.3%) for example:

 Probability
14.
15.
16.

It might be better for you to study hard in the second course.
It might be better for you to go to Arabic language in college of
Education.
It might be better for you to study hard after every lesson so you
will understand the next lecture.

 Declarative
17.
18.

You can search for more information and explanations in the
internet or libraries.
You could pass from the department very easy if you study hard.
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19.
You might go to the head of department.
The most frequent strategies indirect conventionalized is interrogative which
has been used 6 times (6.97%). For example:
20.
Why don’t you go to your master and ask him about the problem.
21.
Why don’t you go to your friend, I am sure that he would help
you.
22.
Why don’t you enquire about your name in the administration.
As for conditional the data reveals that it is less frequent than the first two
strategies as it has been used 5 times (5.81%), for example:
23.
If I were you I repeat the lesson more than one time.
24.
If I were you I would study hard.
25.
If I were you I will ask my classmate who have the same
problem to guide me.
The least frequent strategy is indirect non-conventionalized (hints). This
strategy is rarely used by the subjects, it has been used by only 3 times
(3.48%), for example:
26.
You want to pass, don’t worry.

Results and Discussion
The analysis of the data reveals that both the male and female subjects use
similar strategies though with different percentages. However, both male
and female subjects tend to use direct strategies with their four types
(imperative, negative imperative, declarative and pre-formative) more
frequently than indirect strategies. The percentages show that both groups of
the subjects tend to use the performative more frequently than all other
strategies. It has been used 21 times by the male subjects and sixteen times
by the female subjects. As for the indirect conventionalized strategies, the
analysis shows that both group use the indirect conventionalized strategies
less frequently than direct strategies. Furthermore, with both groups of
subjects (male and female), the indirect non-conventionalized strategies are
the least frequent one as it has been used four times by the female subjects
as only three times by the male subjects.

Conclusion
The fact that both male and female subjects tend to use the direct strategies
more frequently than the indirect strategies indicates that the subjects have
not reached the proficiency level as for as the use of advice is concerned.
This is also may be attributed to the influence of their mother tongue
(Arabic) which tend to prefer the direct strategy, for example (( )انصحكI
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advise you). The subjects should be familiar with both direct and indirect
strategies.
The results also indicate that gender is not effect of the choice between
direct and indirect strategies.
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